We empower creativity.
**ABOUT**

*Graphic Competitions* is a leading website for illustrators, designers, photographers, artists, and creatives of all kinds.

**WEB**

**Unique Visitors** (per month): **46 k**

**Top Countries**: USA, UK, Singapore, Russia, India

---

**SOCIAL**

- **119.4 k** followers
- **2.8 k** followers
- **1.5 k** followers
- **1.8 k** followers

*Plus*: LinkedIn, Reddit, VKontakte, Apple News

**Weekly Newsletter**: **2.4 k** active and verified subscribers

**Web Push Notifications**: **4.3 k** subscribers
RATES

Billboard Ad spot : £710 GBP per month
Leaderboard Ad spot : £600 GBP per month
First right-side Ad spot : £400 GBP per month
Second right-side Ad spot : £345 GBP per month
Third right-side Ad spot : £290 GBP per month
Basic Listing (*) : £90 GBP listed until deadline expires
Newsletter Top Ad spot : £80 GBP per issue/weekly
Featured Listing (**) : £40 GBP per day

(*) Basic Listing includes: listed on Graphic Competitions (desktop and mobile), shared on all our social media channels, newsletter, apple news and web push notifications.

(**) When Featured, an article is highlighted and pinned to the top of the list, both on the home page as well as in its category page.

CONTACTS

We are based in the UK, Somerset.

Email: info@graphiccompetitions.com
Web: graphiccompetitions.com
Latest News

**The Best Brand Awards 2022**
The Best Brand Awards are the global awards honoring the excellence of brand design around the world. Designers, agencies, companies worldwide are invited each year, promoting their best works and launching...

Read More

**Trinity Buoy Wharf Drawing Prize 2022**
The Trinity Buoy Wharf Drawing Prize has an established reputation as the UK's most important annual exhibition of drawing. It is not specified what constitutes a drawing or what media drawings are made...

Read More

**Young European Artist Trieste Contemporanea Award 2022**
Trieste Contemporanea is calling for applications for the Young European Artist Trieste Contemporanea Award 2022. Every participant submits an updated portfolio. The portfolio should be composed by...

Read More

**Photography 4 Humanity 2022 Global Prize**
Photography 4 Humanity is an international initiative that calls on photographers around the world to bring to life the power of human rights through their images. Highlighting the most compelling imagery...

Read More

**Poster Stellars 2022**
Poster Stellars is calling for entries to the 2nd Intercontinental Poster Competition United States 2022, themed: Time Ahead – Time Capsule 2022/2037. The competition is open to all designers, illustrators...

Read More